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        Spring into Summer:Automatic entry balancing on the Springhill Roundabout

    

    
        
         Authors: 
                         Dan Preece
                    
 


	    
		    Spring Hill Roundabout is in a particularly strategic location in the Birmingham road network. Major redevelopment both ongoing and planned in the area have made the location even more dynamic with changing traffic patterns. The site is very close to the
Paradise Circus redevelopment and the NI A. It is one of the main routes to get to the Jewellery quarter and a significant daily commuter route. This paper examines the project undertaken to find a solution to rapidly changing traffic patterns in the area.
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                The length of amber signals


					An amber signal marks the transition between ‘driving’ and ‘stopping’. But how long should amber be shown? In the
Netherlands there has been a difference between the length of amber signals applied[..]
			  
				
	 
				
               Identification of accident black spots on NH-65, India


					Road accidents are increasing rapidly in India alongside the massive increase in traffic density. As a result, there has been a huge loss
of life and damage to property. The location of road where[..]
				
	 
				
                
                An Approach to Intelligent Transport Management with Multi-agent Frameworks


					Road traffic management consists on improving the traffic fluency on road networks, assigning dynamically the traffic flows, and reducing the number of traffic congestions states as well as their[..]
			  
				
	 
				
               Estimation of ridership for High-Speed Rail through Stated Preference Survey on Delhi-Mumbai Corridor


					The subject of “High Speed” is gaining a lot of importance in the recent past. In addition to Europe and Japan, several Asian countries including China have started high-speed operation (Jaiswal,[..]
				
	 
				
                
                Highway Design Policy Insights for Target Speed, Design Speed, Level of Service, and Cross Section: Israel Perspective


					The paper presents topics of design speed, target speed concept, level of service (LOS) and cross section elements according to the Israeli interurban highway design policy (2012). These[..]
			  
				
	 
				
               MixMIX-Traffic Signal Optimisation Software for Mixed Flow Traffic with Motorbikes


					Consultancies having business in some Asian countries face a problem that the possible motorbike-dominated traffic can be rather awkward to model since the tools at hand are designed for modelling[..]
				
	 
				
                
                A mathematical model and simulation method – TraffSim -for surface public transport for cost an benefits analysis


					In the past 30 months our research team worked out a model and simulation system for surface public transport named TraffSim.
The key concept of TraffSim is to break down the system of public[..]
			  
				
	 
				
               Isolated Transit Signal Priority Control Strategy Based on Lane-by-lane Vehicle Detection Scheme


					In contrast to the conventional single-channel detection which uses all the detectors across all the lanes as a single input to a signal phase, the lane-by-lane detection monitors the gaps/headways[..]
				
	 
				
                
                Microscopic simulation of overtaking in opposing traffic


					In this paper, a microscopic simulation model for overtaking in opposing traffic and its application is presented. Core elements of the model are sub models to determine the desire to overtake, the[..]
			  
				
	 
				
               Modelling of Traffic Congestion with a Structural Change and Its Economic Cost: Seoul–Singal Highway, Korea


					We propose a M/G/1 queueing model with a structure change according to the network state, i.e., non-congestion and congestion, to reflect each stochastic phenomena of traffic. A structural change is[..]
				
	 
				
                
                The application of second order model credit-assigned CMAC on electronic toll collection ramp


					With the rapid development of motor vehicles and insufficient resource of freeway’s capacity, credit assigned-cerebellar model articulation controller (CA-CMAC) is designed based on second order[..]
			  
				
	 
				
               UAE traffic accidents analysis and cause investigation over the past decade


					Traffic accidents are a critical safety issue in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), especially in the United Arab Emirates (UAE). The economic prosperity over the past few decades associated with[..]
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			                    How should we improve transport modelling in future to prepare a model economically and improve accuracy?

                                How should we improve transport modelling in future to prepare a model economically and improve accuracy?
There are two sets of variables associated with transport models;
a)-Variables associated with coding of model like link costs, capacity, speed and vehicle behaviours etc
b)-Variables associated with predicting demand 
The total number of variables in development of models are; 
(Number of link variables X number of links) X (number of demand variables X number of zones)
You can imagine how many variables transport modeller has to deal with in order to calibrate and validate a base year model.  
Can we eliminate one set of variables by using ANPR cameras for prediction of demand matrices especially in inner cordon of the model and trunk roads? Should we encourage the use of ANPR for traffic detection in transport management system like SCOOT instead of loop detectors buried in the road? This would enable to update base model more periodically, cost effectively and bring high precision in transport modelling. We can have Friday or Monday model for every month of the year or any combination of weekday or month we want. We can test the traffic diversion options for road works in a given month and particular day. 
Our modelling tools are prepared in C++ or .net languages. Perhaps there are no appropriate functions in compiler libraries of the programming languages to control vehicle behaviour when two links in model connect with each other representing the road path way. The vehicle in the model does not know what to do  when loading from one link to another one but in real life it does not happen, for example a vehicle do not make vertical queue , jump over each other and drive through each other. I think modelling software use a large number of logics and conditional statements to replicate the lane choices and stop points etc. Transport modeller spend significant amount of time to calibrate vehicle behaviour.  In order to calibrate and validate model, transport m


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Hello
Im using SIDRA software and it seems I cant reach acceptable results in analyzing 2 Opposing U-turns
can any one help me
thank you

                                


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Is it dynamic assignment the "new hit" on many traffic applications i.e. dynamic route guiding, dynamic park finding, or optimal path finding? What software offers great set of tools in this matter?

                                Many regional and national transportation agencies are  working on developing 'sustainable' financing policies. Such financing mechanisms will typically involve some sort of vehicle charge by distance traveled, so the goal of the modelling exercise would be to estimate the revenue stream from various different road and/or vehicle pricing policies. 

At the national (and even regional) level, our network models tend to be quite aggregate - we often 'calibrate' the model to AADT flows. But for the purposes of estimating an annual revenue stream, is this sufficient? Especially when there are large seasonal and even daily variations in traffic flows! Presumably the pricing policies being evaluated may include different rates for different periods and this information would be completely 'distorted' by just using average annual values. 

It is now quite common to have better sets of traffic counts which include data for the entire year. Perhaps we should resist the desire to immediately aggregate these counts into some sort of annual average. Would it be better to use this information to develop more 'seasonal' and 'time-of-day' models, which would be more sensitive for the evaluation of pricing policies? Clearly we will not have supporting OD survey data to properly calibrate our demand matrices to these different time periods, but perhaps that is less important in this case. 

What do you think? What is the appropriate level of aggregation to use for modelling transportation financing scenarios?


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    National network models for the evaluation of transportation financing scenarios - moving beyond AADT

                                Many regional and national transportation agencies are  working on developing 'sustainable' financing policies. Such financing mechanisms will typically involve some sort of vehicle charge by distance traveled, so the goal of the modelling exercise would be to estimate the revenue stream from various different road and/or vehicle pricing policies. 

At the national (and even regional) level, our network models tend to be quite aggregate - we often 'calibrate' the model to AADT flows. But for the purposes of estimating an annual revenue stream, is this sufficient? Especially when there are large seasonal and even daily variations in traffic flows! Presumably the pricing policies being evaluated may include different rates for different periods and this information would be completely 'distorted' by just using average annual values. 

It is now quite common to have better sets of traffic counts which include data for the entire year. Perhaps we should resist the desire to immediately aggregate these counts into some sort of annual average. Would it be better to use this information to develop more 'seasonal' and 'time-of-day' models, which would be more sensitive for the evaluation of pricing policies? Clearly we will not have supporting OD survey data to properly calibrate our demand matrices to these different time periods, but perhaps that is less important in this case. 

What do you think? What is the appropriate level of aggregation to use for modelling transportation financing scenarios?


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Do you know free APIs or databases to access to the timetable buses?

                                Hi to everyone. I work in Germany in the public transport field, and I need information of the timetable data from the buses. 
Do you know some API or database for Germany (or any other place)? There should be anyone, for example, the APIs used by the Android developers to develop their free applications with the information of the buses.

Thank you so much in advance, have a good day!


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Clustering of vehicle Database

                                has around 350 different type of vehicle with their wheel base, front track and rear track .i want to cluster them into Two Wheelers, Auto Rick./ 3 Wheelers,Car/Jeep/ /Van,Bus,LCV,2 Axle Truck,3 Axle Truck,MAV (4-6 Axle) by using matlab toolbox.

the available clustering algorithm in matlab are-- neural network clustering, fuzzy-logic clustering algorithm, k-mean clustering algorithm, Hierarchical Clustering algorithm. 

can any one tell me,  which clustering algorithm is most accurate to use to cluster the above problem.


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    How to classify the vehicle

                                in India, for all categories of vehicle like Car, Bus HCV etc.  i want to classify the vehicle based on that data in  different categories. what are the different method clustering algorithm to classify  the vehicle?


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Is there any FHWA standard to classify vehicles based on their lengths and widths only?

                                


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Dear collegues: 
I need a good book related to network modelling and systems engineering, any suggestions?

                                


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    How accurate should a trip matrix be? How accurate it can be?

                                This is not a simple question and I am very interested in your views; trip matrices are at the centre of what we do in modelling. Let’s assume that we need a trip matrix for the appropriate period/hr/15mintue time slice and there is an appropriate number of zones for the problem in hand. We usually work on the basis of a “representative matrix for a representative day” without defining clearly what this is. I believe there are at least two limitations to accuracy: day-to-day variability and noise. We recognise (as reflected in the variability of permanent traffic counts) that the movements on Monday are different from Tuesday, which in turn are different from Thursday, etc. It would be helpful to know this variability at the trip matrix level, as movements aggregated into counts will hide this variability. For noise I include vehicles not moving according to trip matrices: empty taxis cruising for clients, couriers, joy riders, refuse collection and postal vehicles, police and traffic inspectors, etc. We should also include those who would like to go somewhere but get lost or deliver/collect somebody/something on the way. Plus trips that started in the time period but finish their trip in the next one; and their complements. Many years ago I came across trip matrices for a small area on four consecutive days: they were quite different from each other. How accurate can our modern trip matrices be? To assess accuracy we need a target: say the average from Monday to Friday in the neutral month of October 2013. Is this the right target? Should we aim for this average or something else, now that we are starting to have better approaches to measure trip matrices: Bluetooth detection, mobile phone traces, etc.


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Can somebody please help me with using the flashing red in VISSIM. I am expecting a flashing red signal to behave like a stop sign but it rather operates like a red signal. Thank you.

                                Year ago I started topic about best approcah to combine delays at nodes and links. A week ago I found interesting thing in WebTAG. It is in "Transport Models" (TAG Unit 3.1.2) http://www.dft.gov.uk/webtag/documents/expert/pdf/U3_1_2-Jan-2014.pdf
2.9 Detailed Network Representations With Junction Turning Movements Explicitly Modelled.
 It includes next thing:
"... Link speeds are generally fixed, that is, all delays are assumed to be as  a  result  of conflicts at junctions. Use of link-based speed/flow procedures  is  sometimes made in the peripheral parts of the network, to  provide  realistic  routing  into and out of the area of junction modelling".
 
I disussed with specialist from Transport for London and now they are going to use this approcah and to fix link speeds.

What do you think about this? Also we started using Visum 13 with new Assignment with ICA procedure, so this theme is very actual.


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    How to combine volume delays at nodes and links? Part 2.

                                Year ago I started topic about best approcah to combine delays at nodes and links. A week ago I found interesting thing in WebTAG. It is in "Transport Models" (TAG Unit 3.1.2) http://www.dft.gov.uk/webtag/documents/expert/pdf/U3_1_2-Jan-2014.pdf
2.9 Detailed Network Representations With Junction Turning Movements Explicitly Modelled.
 It includes next thing:
"... Link speeds are generally fixed, that is, all delays are assumed to be as  a  result  of conflicts at junctions. Use of link-based speed/flow procedures  is  sometimes made in the peripheral parts of the network, to  provide  realistic  routing  into and out of the area of junction modelling".
 
I disussed with specialist from Transport for London and now they are going to use this approcah and to fix link speeds.

What do you think about this? Also we started using Visum 13 with new Assignment with ICA procedure, so this theme is very actual.


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Dear all
I want reference for average delay formula that depending on computing of number arrivals per sec minus number departure per sec
AD=1/NV(sigma(1/2*n(A+L)))
NV:Number of vehicles per cycle

                                n=RT-1/a-d
A=-d
L=RT-1
a: number of vehicles arrive per sec
d: nub ever of vehicles departure per sec


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Lane changing calibration in Aimsun

                                Hi everyone,

I have a question regarding the lane-changing in Aimsun and hopefully I can have your suggestions/recommendations on the matter.

Is there any possible ways to calibrate the merging/diverging point at a typical weaving section (an on-ramp followed closely by an off-ramp)? Let's say we have around 70% of the lane-changing maneuver occurred at the first 100m of the 300m weaving section. 

As far as I understand, the associated parameters with lane-change in Aimsun include Distance to zone 1, Distance to zone 2, PercentOvertake, PercentRecover and maximum give-way time.

However, I could not calibrate the scenario as expected. Did I miss something? 

Kind regards,
Trung Mai


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    What is the most robust methodology for calculating AADT flows? I also may have to consider seasonal variations.

                                


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Modelling a Night Bus Service for Sofia, Bulgaria

                                Dear all,

as Sofia is the last EU capital and city with more than 1,5 Million citizens without any kind of public transport after 23:30, we formed a group that will show the municipality the need for this service an ist benefits to the community. We decided that it would be a good idea to start with a transportation model for the night service, in order to determine the most appropriate routes and stop locations. 

Could you help me with some refferences about the approach to modelling a night bus network? Is it similar to the modelling of public transport during the day? Are there any additional considerations or assumptions? What kind of data do we need? And what data sources should we look into?  

Thanks a lot!
Mladen Zamanov


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Is anyone using modelling in realtime for traffic management? What tools are you using and at what scale?

                                This past January at the Annual Meeting, Transportation Research Board's Section on Travel Analysis Methods sponored a "Workshop on Travel Analysis Methods for the Next 50 Years: What we Don't Know But Need To Know" (Session 151, Sunday 9-12 am). The Workshop identified numerous issues that are likely to need attention, and openly discussed the limitiations and accuracy of present travel demand forecasts. It was very well attended, with over 200 participants offering numerous comments, and we heard later that it was widely appreciated in raising important issues. A summary of the Workshop is being prepared and will be circulated later this year. 
As part of the Workshop David Hartgen has prepared a short (5 minute) on-line survey to gather wider input on the issues and the needed accuracy of travel demand models to evaluate these issues. Please take a few minutes to help us with this benchmarking effort, and if you can, please 'volunteer' at the end of the survey to assist us further in larger studies of the actual accuracy of our demand models. hen, please pass this survey on to your colleagues. We are particularly interested in responses from  policy/elected officials, DOT/MPO staff and design-oriented professionals whose decisions often depend on forecasts of travel demand. 

http://fluidsurveys.com/surveys/madhavg/the-next-50-years-in-travel-analysis/


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Survey on Travel Analysis Methods for the Next 50 Years: What We Don't Know But Need To Know

                                This past January at the Annual Meeting, Transportation Research Board's Section on Travel Analysis Methods sponored a "Workshop on Travel Analysis Methods for the Next 50 Years: What we Don't Know But Need To Know" (Session 151, Sunday 9-12 am). The Workshop identified numerous issues that are likely to need attention, and openly discussed the limitiations and accuracy of present travel demand forecasts. It was very well attended, with over 200 participants offering numerous comments, and we heard later that it was widely appreciated in raising important issues. A summary of the Workshop is being prepared and will be circulated later this year. 
As part of the Workshop David Hartgen has prepared a short (5 minute) on-line survey to gather wider input on the issues and the needed accuracy of travel demand models to evaluate these issues. Please take a few minutes to help us with this benchmarking effort, and if you can, please 'volunteer' at the end of the survey to assist us further in larger studies of the actual accuracy of our demand models. hen, please pass this survey on to your colleagues. We are particularly interested in responses from  policy/elected officials, DOT/MPO staff and design-oriented professionals whose decisions often depend on forecasts of travel demand. 

http://fluidsurveys.com/surveys/madhavg/the-next-50-years-in-travel-analysis/


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    I'm looking for a book or tutorials with solved 
exercises which explains the transport modelling process.

                                This past January at the Annual Meeting, Transportation Research Board's Section on Travel Analysis Methods sponored a "Workshop on Travel Analysis Methods for the Next 50 Years: What we Don't Know But Need To Know" (Session 151, Sunday 9-12 am). The Workshop identified numerous issues that are likely to need attention, and openly discussed the limitiations and accuracy of present travel demand forecasts. It was very well attended, with over 200 participants offering numerous comments, and we heard later that it was widely appreciated in raising important issues. A summary of the Workshop is being prepared and will be circulated later this year. 
As part of the Workshop David Hartgen has prepared a short (5 minute) on-line survey to gather wider input on the issues and the needed accuracy of travel demand models to evaluate these issues. Please take a few minutes to help us with this benchmarking effort, and if you can, please 'volunteer' at the end of the survey to assist us further in larger studies of the actual accuracy of our demand models. hen, please pass this survey on to your colleagues. We are particularly interested in responses from  policy/elected officials, DOT/MPO staff and design-oriented professionals whose decisions often depend on forecasts of travel demand. 

http://fluidsurveys.com/surveys/madhavg/the-next-50-years-in-travel-analysis/


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    How should transport authorities make reasonably robust early-stage assessments of innovative concepts?

                                As transport becomes more integrated and infrastructure more connected, is there a need for a broadly based rapid assessment tool for innovative transport ideas so transport authorities can compare and assess ideas before doing the detailed modelling? We are working with the UK Transport Systems Catapult https://ts.catapult.org.uk/ to answer this question, scope such a tool, and point them at existing tools that might do the job. Any input to this process would be appreciated – so if you can spare a few minutes to talk to me, I would be grateful. Thanks.


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Modeling an intersection in an isolated case

                                Hi,I am wondering, when we are modeling an intersection in an isolated case,how can we forecast the flow in an intersection, , we can predict number of cars using the zoning system, but predict number of cars in an isolated intersection ,it seems a bit absurd

NB:I apologize for my language , i am used to speak in Arabic or French , i am not very good in english


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    What should we (as transport modellers) be doing to promote our profession?

                                What should we be teaching and/or preaching to the wider transport planning profession? And where should we be drawing a line; what should we be staying clear of?


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Hi - is Transportation and Traffic Modeling a promising field to get involved in? I am "in transition" in Connecticut and looking for active venues.

                                Appreciate anyone weighing in on the relative activity in this field!


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Getting Started With  Atkins: SATURN traffic modelling software....

                                I'm new to traffic and transport modelling and i cant seem to figure out how to get started on SATURN software. I'd greatly appreciate any input....


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Uncertainty, Scenario and Sensitivity Testing - What are the differences (if any)?

                                It occurred to me whilst considering the issue of having more than just one view of the future that the following three terms are used frequently and to some degree interchangeably when used to describe the modelling we should be doing to explore the boundaries of whatever we're testing.

Uncertainty
Sensitivity
Scenario

As someone who likes to try and catch clouds in string bags, I thought I'd look for precise definitions for these terms.  Are they synonyms; are they nebulous concepts which can't be defined; are they descriptions of similar but mutally exclusive problems to be solved; are one or more subsets of one of the others; are they all just different ways of expressing the same thing just at different stages of the project?

For example, on a Groundwater Modelling Forum, I found a discussion about the differences between Uncertainty and Sensitivity Testing.

In a paper by Cheung and Polak from ICL, they discuss the differences between Scenario and Sensitivity Testing.

A colleague considered that 'Scenario Testing' was the inclusion or exclusion of stuff (e.g. with or without that new housing development, with or without other new infrastructure*) and 'Sensitivity Testing' was variations to stuff (e.g. there are 400 or 420 new houses in the development, trains between A and B will be 5, 6 or 7 minutes faster).  

*This was in the first instance about infrastructure that wasn't part of the intervention being considered, but then we did wonder where the boundary was between Option testing for interventions and Scenario / Sensitivity testing associated with your intervention. 

Alternatively I can see an argument that they are all terms used to express the same thing but from different perspectives.  Put as succintly as I can:

All forecasting is subject to Uncertainty.  To explore this uncertainty we create a variety of Scenario tests.  The relationship of the outputs to the inputs is the Sensitivity.

Anyone else got any views?


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    VISSIM/VISUM --> AIMSUN

                                Hello everyone. 
I want to know if there are a possibility to migrate model data from VISSIM/VISUM to AIMSUN. Is anybody had such experience?


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Has anyone ever used vehicle trajectory data from Next Generation Simulation (NGSIM) website?

                                The financial crisis there has led to a re-discovery of ethics in many professions. This should include demand modelling and forecasting. We know that we should try to be objective and unbiased in our work. The reality that the future is uncertain and so are many of the future inputs to our models creates an ethical dilemma: we can no longer produce single point forecasts and sleep well at night. 
Are there any other ethical issues in our profession and how should we tackle them?


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Transport modelling workshops or training 2014 - suggestions

                                Hi to all,
I have opportunity to attend one workshop or training in the field od transport modelling or planning this year in Europe. Can you recommend me something?


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Roundabout Modelling - Empirical models versus basic microsimulation

                                I would be interested to know how the group feels about empirically based modelling methods of assessing roundabout geometry (SIDRA/Arcady for example) versus a basic microsimulation model.

I ask because it is often quite time consuming, and in some cases quite complex, to calibrate an empirical model. This process can be exacerbated by multiple peak periods, differing directional flows, multiple scenarios and perhaps combinations of these.

I would think that a lot of capacity testing is undertaken using empirical, aggregated, modelling methods due to the perceived time savings over microsimulation; however, I also think that a proficient microsimulation modeller could produce good roundabout model in the same time but with more confidence in the results.

Firstly, assuming both types of software are available to the modeller, would the preference be for an empirical model or a microsimulation model for similar costs?

Secondly, if simplifications are required in the microsimulation model (due to all data not being available for example), would this effect the software choice?


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Ethical dimensions in demand forecasting

                                The financial crisis there has led to a re-discovery of ethics in many professions. This should include demand modelling and forecasting. We know that we should try to be objective and unbiased in our work. The reality that the future is uncertain and so are many of the future inputs to our models creates an ethical dilemma: we can no longer produce single point forecasts and sleep well at night. 
Are there any other ethical issues in our profession and how should we tackle them?


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    For the latest news, blogs and services

                                Please follow our company page


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    New blog. Siemens Manufacturing. Out now...

                                http://www.findtheengineer.blogspot.co.uk/2013/10/uk-manufacturing-is-efficient.html


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    What should your future transport strategies be and how can our transport systems be more effective and efficient?
 Come and find out at: http://www.smartercities.surveyorevents.com

                                http://www.smartercities.surveyorevents.com/content/conference/programme/


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Modelling non-motorised transport (NMT)

                                I am currently working on a project, which is looking at estimating the carbon benefits of sustainable transport schemes. For this, one set of options involves NMTs, and I was looking for some views/experience of modelling these.

Considering that the factors determining route choice, forecasting, etc. is going to be different for NMTs as compared to motorised modes, is there any literature/presentation/prior experience of similar modelling studies? 

Thanks in advance for any help.


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Need some literature on "DEDICATED U-TURN" Could anyone help?

                                I am currently working on a project, which is looking at estimating the carbon benefits of sustainable transport schemes. For this, one set of options involves NMTs, and I was looking for some views/experience of modelling these.

Considering that the factors determining route choice, forecasting, etc. is going to be different for NMTs as compared to motorised modes, is there any literature/presentation/prior experience of similar modelling studies? 

Thanks in advance for any help.


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    can some please proposed a researchable topic in transport modelling that is more appropriate for developing countries where there are limited transport and traffic engineers.
Thank you

                                I am currently working on a project, which is looking at estimating the carbon benefits of sustainable transport schemes. For this, one set of options involves NMTs, and I was looking for some views/experience of modelling these.

Considering that the factors determining route choice, forecasting, etc. is going to be different for NMTs as compared to motorised modes, is there any literature/presentation/prior experience of similar modelling studies? 

Thanks in advance for any help.


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    What do you think about TransModeler please ? Is it a powerful traffic simulation software or there are betters?

                                Hello, dear colleagues! Has anybody an experience of using mode choice procedure taking into account a car ownership level of zones?


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Mode choice and car ownership

                                Hello, dear colleagues! Has anybody an experience of using mode choice procedure taking into account a car ownership level of zones?


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Need some literature review for traffic management & possible situations to deal with. any suggestions please ?

                                Hi everybody,

I would like to know if it is possible to export the road network of a city from open street map to QGIS, preserving the characteristics of the roads and the network topology (driving directions, nodes, number of lanes, etc.)..

In addition, I would like to know if I can modify the network so exported in (eg reversing a driving directions, etc..) and then if I can calculate (in Qgis) the shortest path between any two points (perhaps I need a specific plug-in to do this?).

I thank each of you who can give me a contribution.

Marco


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Development of Qualitative Travel Time Functions for Statewide Roads

                                I am working on a statewide travel model development for the purpose of establishment of geometric and pavement design standards for a major asphalt project. The Roads Agency, Ethiopian Roads Authority, keeps a historical database of AADT for the past 15-years or so and there is a clear design standards and functional classification of the federal road network. Also trip generation data, in the sense of socio-economic parameters, is available with the Central Statistical Agency at the district and county level for the whole country maintained for a good number of years. However, the tricky part, is that there was never a travel time survey conducted for any of the federal road under its jurisdiction by ERA. However, in order to develop a transport model for the use of prediction of traffic levels for the design year, even for a project with relatively small area of influence, I could not figure out how to come up with Travel Time Functions by functional classification) of the road network (such as Trunk, Link, Main Access, Collector, Feeder Road, Etc). We could make use of the simplest form of Travel Time Functions, say in their linear form using the BPR functions, but still I do not know how we can obtain the a, b and (n=1?) in the classical form of these functions, t(f) = a+b(f)n as we do not know how to calibrate the formula to suit the Ethiopian roads network without actually having a travel time survey data. I am planning to resort to the HCM and try to use capacity and/or Level of Service of the road to replicate generalized cost of travel for congested assignment instead of travel time for the purpose of trip assignment (later for use by conventional softwares such as OmniTRANS or SATURN), however, it is still unclear how to incorporate LOS (which is shall replicate the generalized cost of travel for a particular route at the end of the day) as part of the conventional four-step transport modeling because the HCM does allocate LOS only qualitatively as LOS A,


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Road network from OSM to Qgis: exporting, modification and path calculation

                                Hi everybody,

I would like to know if it is possible to export the road network of a city from open street map to QGIS, preserving the characteristics of the roads and the network topology (driving directions, nodes, number of lanes, etc.)..

In addition, I would like to know if I can modify the network so exported in (eg reversing a driving directions, etc..) and then if I can calculate (in Qgis) the shortest path between any two points (perhaps I need a specific plug-in to do this?).

I thank each of you who can give me a contribution.

Marco


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Masters level study cooperation is needed

                                I am working on a masters study .. I am having a new idea in mind but cannot  be accomplished on my own, I need someone from a different country to take part in this study .. any one ?


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Model results - is one answer better or should we aim for many?

                                As an equilibrium modeller, my career has been driven by existence and uniqueness of solutions. That thinking extended into hierarchical models, where I have always insisted that the representation of components (say junction delays) at one level should be consistent with other levels in the hierarchy.

Recently, I have staretd to move towards a different position: by employing different model forms (microsim vs simple spreadsheet analysis), by making different assumptions (about behaviour of future demand growth), by using different datasets (expensive dedicated surveys vs cheap big data), I can obtain a wider range of possible outcomes, which surely must add to my understanding and strengthen my decision-making?

What do you think? One single rock hard answer, or a number of less certain data points? Of course, I insist that the model implementation would be correct, i.e. properly nested alternatives or a converged iterative solution procedure.


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Look out for Find The Engineer's Natasha Scribins's (BBC Apprentice Finalist) interview in TEC Magazine

                                Look out for the edition next week. Interview includes; Natasha's thoughts on helping graduates in engineering, promotions for female engineers and the future together with Find The Engineer. note: Natasha is Operations Director (EMEA) for Find The Engineer


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Institutional Failures?

                                Article from TEC magazine (July), now online as a blog.


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    It's All Doom & Gloom

                                Article from TEC magazine (June), now online as a blog.


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Upload your research papers at  the TEC Global Research Hub, the international on-line resource for traffic management, transport and engineering research papers, new from TEC magazine and live now.

                                This paper describes how the authorities in Sydney prepared for the impact of the Olympic games on the transport system. It details the survey work undertaken to measure existing base demand and later to assess the attitude of...


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    The TEC Global Research Hub is looking for research papers on traffic management, transport and ITS. You can suggest ideas at: a.tatum@hgluk.com or upload completed papers at www.trafficresearch.co.uk

                                Cover story: The Budget will have a significant impact on the roads network. Will part privatisation truly be successful? Christian Wolmar and our reporters discuss the issues News: Dom Browne discusses the new planning laws;...


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Latest blog as featured in TEC

                                Great British Engineering (Sept 2012)


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    TEC magazine is looking for professionals and engineers who have worked on a project that has seen reduction in emissions in the transport and traffic sectors. Please contact a.tatum@hgluk.com.

                                Great British Engineering (Sept 2012)


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Interview with Bloodhound SSC

                                Find The Engineer meets the 1000mph car!


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Dont forget to book your place at TEC's first ever conference-Managing Congestion-the Green Approach-a one-day evenr focusing on congestion management and lowering transport emissions.

                                Bridges 2013 10th April 2013: The ICC, Birmingham, UK Highway Maintenance 2013 22nd May 2013: The Pride Park Stadium, Derby The 15th Annual surveyor Highway Maintenance Conference and Exhibition Local Authority Lighting 2013...


                            

                        

			        
	
                        
			                
                           
			                    Find The Engineer

                                Here we are over a quarter of the way through a new year. Who has kept their new year’s resolutions? Are things looking up? Better or worse than expected? With the government announcing it will pump billions into the...
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